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s at AUGER?
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Abstrat
The identiation of string relis, or of other very massive states, at forthoming ultra high
energy osmi rays experiments, requires a good reonstrution of the main properties of the
extensive air showers produed by the ollision of the primary protons with the atmosphere. In
partiular, the urrent hadronization models used in the simulations need to inorporate possible
new interations. We briey disuss these aspets and then proeed by desribing some of the
observables whih haraterize the atmospheri shower. The linear growth of the multipliities -
as a funtion of the energy - for all the main partiles in the shower an play an interesting role
in an attempt to identify hannels of missing energy due to a plausible dark matter omponent.
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1 Introdution
The searh for new physis in high energy osmi rays has intensied over the last few years [1, 2, 3℄
(see [4℄ for a review). In fat, several experimental ollaborations have provided interesting new data
in this diretion, even though, at the moment, there is not enough evidene to onlusively assess
the presene (or the exlusion) of a Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuzmin (or GZK) uto [10℄ (∼ 1019 eV) on
the basis of these sets of data alone.
It is widely expeted that the presene of this uto in the - almost strutureless - fast falling
(in energy) inlusive osmi ray spetrum is due to the interation of the primary partiles with the
osmi bakground radiation. The presene of a uto implies that the soures should be inside a
sphere of approximately 50Mp (GZK distane) in radius. Events above the uto (also termed Ultra
High Energy Cosmi Rays or UHECR), whih have been repeatedly reported by several experimental
ollaborations in the last fourty years or so, if they are experimentally onrmed, should therefore
point diretly to their soures loated within this radial GZK distane from our galaxy. Sine within
this distane there is no homogeneity in the distribution of soures, if we assume a traditional or
bottom-up mehanism of aeleration, suh as Fermi aeleration and variants thereof, we should
detet lustering in the events. If lustering is not observed then we need to look for alternative (non
traditional) explanations, with very interesting onsequenes.
It has been thought for some time that new physis is involved in the explanation of the UHECR.
From a theoretial perspetive, the onrmation of the existene of a systemati violation of the
uto an be onsidered as a possible signal of new physis.
There are many interesting suggestions as for the nature of these events. One possibility is
the well known Z-burst mehanism (see [5℄ and refs. therein), based on the idea of a ultra high
energy neutrino (UHE) hitting a reli anti-neutrino. The orresponding s-hannel amplitude may
resonate on the Z gauge boson with a larger ross setion. The typial energy of the primary protons
generated by this mehanism is around the GZK uto and is ne-tuned by a neutrino mass whih
is in agreement with urrent estimated values. This suggestion evades the uto due to the weakly
interating nature of the primary (a neutrino). We reall that the possibility of a diret interation
of neutrinos sattering o nuleons in the atmosphere is ruled out by the fat that suh interation
should take plae uniformly in the atmosphere, and it doesn't.
Other, more radial suggestions all for a modiation of fundamental physis [9℄. We should
mention that several re-analysis of the data by the HiRes [6℄ and the AGASA [7℄ ollaborations also
add up to the dispute about the very existene of the uto, while other proposals all for dark
matter andidates (see [11℄ for a summary). There are various suggestions in this last diretion and
there is enough room, allowed both from osmologial onstraints and partile physis onstraints,
to have viable partile andidates as origin of the UHECR ux without running into some narrow
orners of parameter spae.
It is expeted that the AUGER observatory [2℄ in Argentina will be able to provide a denitive
answer to this issues, while the onstrution of a separate (AUGER NORTH) site is also under
onsideration.
2 String Relis
As we have mentioned, one of the possible solution to the problem of the origin of the UHECR events
is obtained by assuming that the primary proton spetrum is generated by the deay of long-lived
super-heavy states whose mass is in the 1012−15 GeV range (see [14, 13℄ and refs. therein).
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Figure 1: Average ore distanies of photons, e±, µ± at various levels of observations for a primary
energy of 1019 eV. The rst impat is fored to our at the top of the atmosphere.
Superstring theory an naturally aount for the meta-stable states by a stabilization mehanism
due to the breaking of the non-abelian gauge symmetries by Wilson lines. The mehanism [14℄ gives
rise to states in the string spetrum whih arry standard harge under the Standard Model, but
frational harge under an additional U(1)Z′ gauge group, whih an be regarded as a rather generi
onsequene of string uniation.
In this ase the GZK uto is evaded assuming that these relis are distributed within GZK
distane from us. The mass required for the meta-stable state, whose lifetime is between 1017 − 1027
se, is about 1012−13 GeV, while their abundany (∼ 5 × 10−11) is onstrained by the observed ux
of the UHECR events. We remark that the spetrum of the primary hadrons/leptons generated by
the deay an be alulated - in some approximation - using standard renormalization group tools
(in the vauum) [17℄, while their energy an be omparable with the GZK energy. On the basis of
these results one an reasonably assess that long lived meta-stable partiles an be andidates for
the origin of UHECR events.
3 Desriptions/Modeling
The analysis of the strutural properties of the shower after the impat of the primary osmi ray
with the atmosphere is the main objetive in the work of the experimental ollaborations and relies
heavily on the use of omplex Monte Carlo programs, suh as CORSIKA [8℄. Usually, these Monte
Carlo have, on the other hand, to rely on the performane of speial event generators to simulate the
rst impat, whih use data on inlusive ross setions and partial ross setions at lower energies
extrapolated up to very high energies, around the uto. Both a dirative (dominant) and a non-
dirative omponent are usually inluded in these models, to whih a minijet ross setion is also
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Figure 2: Multipliities of photons, e±, µ± at various levels of observations for a primary energy of
1020 eV. The rst impat is fored to our at the top of the atmosphere.
added up. These routines are alled up by the main program repeatedly, both for sattering and
fragmentation. At a seond stage, iterativly, the main ode simulates the development of the air
shower along the atmosphere, going exhaustively through all the possible hannels and traking
down the partiles whih have been generated at eah interation. The asade evolves as a fat tree
and is omputationally very expensive. At the GZK uto one soon runs into memory problems and
a diret simulation needs therefore speial algorithms [15℄ to render the analysis possible.
Having said this, we ome to illustrate other work in the formation of the fragmenting spetrum
in the vauum whih also gives some indiation on the multipliity struture of the various hannels
open to the fragmenting primary.
These attempts [17℄ have been based on the use of standard renormalization group (RG) equations,
inorporating at times the resummation of small-x eets, for instane using olor oherene in the
Modied Leading Logarithmi approximation, in the study of the nal spetrum of the heavy partile
deaying. We remark that these seond attempts usually neglet the role played by the passage of the
primaries in the atmosphere in the determination of the nal signal on the plane of the detetor. In
fat, the rearrangement of the spetrum of the nal hadrons indued by the mixing of the anomalous
dimensions in the RG evolution, as rst suggested in [16℄, due -for instane- to supersymmetry,
gives some indiation on the presene of a new omponent, but should be folded with the ordinary
atmospheri simulations in order to produe more reliable results [18℄. We simply do not have, at this
time, any analysis whih is, from this perspetive, omplete enough to be useful for the experiments
and more work is needed in this diretion.
In regard to the study of horizontal air showers, muh less is known at a quantitative level,
ompared to air showers indued by primary hadrons, sine the interation of neutrinos with the
atmosphere is not inluded in simulation programs suh as CORSIKA. We should mention that
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Figure 3: Multipliities of photons, e±, µ± at the ground level as a funtion of the primary energy.
Due to the logarithmi sale, µ+ and µ− look superimposed.
the olumn of air above the detetor an at as a large alorimeter, thereby inreasing the rate for
neutrino interation onsiderably. It is important though to remark that horizontal air showers are
depleted of the eletromagneti omponent
1
and have mostly a muon omponent whih makes the
shape of the asade distint from the hadron initiated shower. Improvements along these lines will
be very important in order to reonstrut these near-horizontal air showers.
4 Strutural Properties of the shower
In ref. [14℄ we have desribed some of the features of the asade indued by osmi rays (protons),
performing some large sale simulation of the shower formation both with a xed and a variable
rst impat - at zero zenith - of the primary. The arrival diretion is therefore perpendiular to the
detetor plane and the opening is measured with respet to this vertial axis. Here we intend to
desribe some of the observables of the shower whih may serve as a haraterization of its struture.
We start by showing some results obtained using the Monte Carlo air shower generator COR-
SIKA. The simulations have been performed on a small luster running openmoses for parallelization
purposes and we have used the thinning option in the ompiled ode in order to make our results
manageable. Even with these simpliations, the number of possible hannels at the GZK energy
generate total outputs around 1 Terabyte of memory in size.
Fig. 1 illustrates a simulation of the multipliites as a funtion of the various observation levels in
the atmosphere. The impat of the primary has been assumed to take plae almost at the beginning
(113 Km) of the atmosphere and the developement of the multipliities of the main omponents
1
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(photons, eletrons, muons and antipartiles) has been traked. Unfortunately the statistial utu-
ations in this results (not shown in the gure, see [18℄) are rather large and onsidering the rate at
whih AUGER will presumably ollet UHECR events (30 to 100 per year), we will probably be able
to onfront the experimental data with simulation of this type only after few years of run (∼ 4).
5 Inlusive Multipliities
While utuations in the geometrial opening of the shower an be rather wide, those in the mul-
tipliities are rather redued [18℄. Therefore, the study of the inlusive multipliities of the various
subomponents of the air shower as a funtion of the energy or as a funtion of the height in the
atmosphere are partiularly interesting and deserve some omments. Distributions suh as those in
Fig. 2 are a good haraterization of the multipliities of the subomponents of the shower aross
the various observation levels in the atmosphere and ontain important information useful for its
reonstrution.
Fig. 3, instead, shows that simulation models suh as CORSIKA, ombined with hadronization
models - in the rst hadroni interation - suh as QGSJET [12℄ predit linearly rising multipliities
(with energy, in a log/log plot) for the various omponents. In regard to this, it a has been shown in
[18℄ that the total multipliities do not seem to be aeted appreiably by the statistial utuations
in the formation of the shower, and therefore they an be taken as a robust haraterization both of
the hadronization model and of the overall developement of the asade.
Given the robustness of this result, a failure to reprodue experimentally this linear trend an be
onsidered either as a serious fault of the models implemented so far or as a possible signal of new
physis.
6 Calibrations
An interesting possibility to take into onsideration is the prodution of dark matter as a onsequene
of the rst (primary) impat. This may be the ase if supersymmetri hannels open up at the large
energy sale of the rst ollision of the primary, with a subsequent prodution of neutralinos or
other weakly interating dark matter andidates. If the underlying interation favors hannels with
large missing energy, then the linear trend shown in Fig. 2 an be aeted. Given the fat that new
interations are likely to open up at a higher energy, the experimental alibration (the slopes and
interepts) ould be done at a lower energy, say below the uto, and deviations from this linear
behaviour measured above it. Notie that these measurements are properties of a single shower and
as suh are not aeted by the variations of the ux or of all the other parameters haraterizing the
inlusive high energy osmi rays spetrum. Only the partile type of the primary is supposed to be
held xed (a proton, in this ase).
One of the issues that need to be addressed is how to haraterize the shower in suh a way that
a redued measured multipliity of an event, due to missing energy, is not interpreted as an event of
lower energy. To avoid this, we think that one needs a ombined study of the geometry of the modied
shower and of the lateral distributions. If the missing energy takes plae mostly at the beginning
of the shower, this might be possible, sine the geometry of the upper part of the shower ould be
aeted. The use of uoresene detetors may be able to reonstrut this anomaly. Instead, for a
uniform multipliity loss along the entire atmosphere the shower of redued multipliity is unlikely to
be orretly identied as suh and will probably be onfused for an event of lower energy. However,
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as the original energy, available at the rst impat, degrades due to sattering and fragmentation,
there should be a height at whih the shower shows an anomaly, sine supersymmetri hannels are
not available any longer.
7 Conlusions
Searhes for the origin of the UHECR will span probably a deade, but AUGER is already olleting
data as the detetor tanks are deployed on the site. It will be ruial, in order to onfront theory with
experiment, to have improved models of the hadroni interation, whih may also inlude possible
extensions of the standard model in the Monte Carlo reonstrution of the topology and multipliity
of the event. We have pointed out that the issue of missing multipliities ould be relevant to identify
new physis. Large missing energy events (probably around 20 %) may have a hane to be identied,
with important impliations.
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